AT M E E YA H O M E S
Building Communities

COMFORT IN LIFESTYLE | SAFETY IN LIVING | FULFILLMENT IN LIFE
QUALITY IN SERVICE | WARMTH IN HOSPITALITY | EMPATHY IN ASSISTANCE
EFFICIENCY IN DELIVERY | PASSION IN OUR COMMITMENT

Atmeeya Homes Private Limited
A Real estate construction and services company established with a dedicated objective
of delivering living spaces that are not houses or projects, but homes… and communities…

WHY WE NEED
CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND
In this contemporary Post-Modern urban India, it is increasingly observed that the definition of ‘life and living’
is reduced to an endless routine of work schedules and navigation through urban labyrinths.
In our endeavor to adapt to the western norms of social and society standards, the relationships today have
become mostly becoming transactional in nature (Give & take basis). Nuclear families; unknown neighbors
and technology prevalence has reached a level where the concept of extended families, family time and friendly neighborhoods is becoming unsustainable. The many dimensions of living a contented and fulfilled life are
left unexplored as there is no guidance on how to actually do it. The richness of life as experienced by the earlier generations is all but completely lost.
The Startling responses elicited for basic questions like – Can you think beyond work? ; What are your leisure
time plans? ; Are you able to enjoy the festivals the way they were celebrated when you were kids? Do you
strongly relate to your cultural and ethnic background? How much of a compromise does it require on family
time to accommodate work? Do you connect and relate to your neighborhood/society members at all? and
many more tell us a story. A story, where we are tricking ourselves to believe that modern lifestyle of isolation and disconnection is the only way of living.

OUR SERVICES
Project Design & Planning
Development & Construction Services
Apartment Facility Management Services

ON OUR PART, WE SAT BACK AND REFLECTED
UPON QUESTIONS LIKE
So, how do we deal with the increasing social
disengagement among modern families?

THE SOLUTION WE BELIEVE IN IS
TO BUILD COMMUNITIES

What is the external impetus needed to connect
them back to their cultural roots?

Research has extensively validated the idea that
“Communities are not merely social settings—they
play a significant role in self-identity and are a vital
source of emotional and experiential meaning for the
inhabitant”.

How do we re-ignite the idea of a contented life as
against material life, synonymous with our Indian
culture?

Project Marketing & Sales management Services
Cultural and Community Rejuvenation Services

COMMUNITY LIVING

OUR USP

Is characterized by various types of attachment like strong culture, local language connect etc. which have an
effect on life course trajectories, stability in the environment, social integration and quality of life. It creates an
emotional bond between people and places.

Utilitarian home designs for simple and budget friendly homes, apt for promoting community living.
Home designs to accommodate lifestyle choices including energy conservation, organic food habits, optimal
kitchen and storage spaces and family bonding facilities.
Develop living spaces with access to primary education, primary health and amenities like common kitchen,
yoga centre, spiritual centre, community engagement centres
A commitment to manage these living spaces through dedicated service teams and tie-ups with other service
providers for min. of 25 years.
Dedicated operational centres for promoting Cultural & Spiritual activities and Services.

The conventional model of residential apartment construction and gated community development is focused
more on the physical attributes of the project i.e Floor Plans, Carpet Areas, BHK structures etc. The misconception is that once the apartments/gated communities are occupied by totally unrelated strangers (heterogeneous groups), and the community bonding happens automatically. However, this is not always to true.

This Passive assumption needs to change and an ‘ACTIVE CATALYST MODEL’ has
to be introduced wherein the sense of community relationships are inculcated
and nurtured till the bonds become strong and thrive naturally.

App based service aggregation model for apartment facility management and ‘Assisted Living.
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WHO WE ARE

MISSION
Our Mission is to design living solutions and service
models with activities and interventions that make
community living a way of life in collaboration with
developers and residential construction companies.

This Initiative Is The Brainchild Of KASIREDDY SHARAT REDDY, a
strong believer in the idea of ‘Bharat’ and its rich cultural heritage. After
observing the de-generative nature of modern day residential societies
for many years, he along with like-minded enthusiasts started working
on the initiative of creating sustainable community living spaces
through a service model.

We aim to create harmonious spaces and avenues
for conversations to develop a sense of belonging;
community development and nurturing through
sustainable engagement models.

Atmeeya Homes Private Limited is a formalization of this service

model wherein we associate with residential project developers and
builders and conceptualize projects that are non-conventional and are
designed to suit sustainable community living. These living space
(Houses & Apartments) projects are unique as they have a differentiation built in right from the architectural design, amenities offered and
services provided.

Facilitating interactions among the residential community members early to build an attachment and
emotional bond of togetherness.

OUR BELIEF

We would want to consciously make our customers
appreciate the benefits of community living and
celebration of life with others.

OUR BELIEF

WHAT WE OFFER

We
believe it’s our
Swadharma to
create and develop
communities that can
revive the dying traditions and cultural
ethnicity of our
nation.

OUR DNA
THAT REFLECTS IN THE SERVICES
WE OFFER AN UNCOMPROMISING EFFORT
TOWARDS ACHIEVING

VISION

To partner in
developing residential
projects and transforming
them into sustainable
community living spaces
that inculcates the culture
of celebrating life through
cultural rejuvenation and
belief in shared values.

Comfort in Lifestyle

Warmth in Hospitality

Safety in Living

Empathy in Assistance

Fulfillment in Life

Efficiency in Delivery

Quality in Service

Passion in our Commitment

We are a full service firm for designing, implementing and managing community
engagement models in the residential projects for creating community living
spaces for a minimum 100 to 500 families (Residential Flats or Villas in a Gated
Community). As a part of managing the residential communities, we also have
continuous monitoring systems to measure the response to the engagement
models being deployed and calibrating them for improvements.
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THOUGHTFUL ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

WHAT ARE OUR SERVICES
BASIC AMENITIES

A good architectural design maintains a fine
balance between Luxury and Convenience.
Our Projects designs follow minimalism as a
design principle to extract maximum living
convenience and comfort.

SAFETY & SECURITY
Enhanced security of the residents by monitoring
outsider access and control through digital security
systems built into our resident member App.

The design of the residential spaces is a
blend of private zones, active zones and
common living zones that offers space for
social interactions.

24 X 7 Security Personnel
Digital Security Systems
Daily monitoring visits for single and special residents

The units built in 550 sft. to 850 sft has open
kitchen tops, counters and storage spaces
along with large living rooms and sit outs are
perfectly suited for a community based
lifestyle

SUITABLE FOR LIVING FOR ALL AGE GROUPS

The amenities offered in each our project
emphasizes our commitment to strike a
balance between ‘living convenience and
comfort’ and ‘create community spaces’.

A community has people from all age groups and
all walks of life. Our projects are designed to
consider the needs and requirements of Senior
residents, kids, working couples etc.
Convenient Location

OUR DESIGNS ACCOMMODATE

Active Community
Conducive designs

Special facilities and Provisions for Senior Citizens

Primary education centres through tie-up with reputed
schools etc.

Special facilities and Provisions for Kids
Facilities and Provisions for Spiritually Inclined
Cultural Centers for experiential learning on Heritage and culture

HOUSEKEEPING & CLEANING
House Keeping Personnel are deployed for
Common area maintenance; Preventive Electrical
Mechanical and other utilities maintenance.
These services can be availed for Home Needs &
Maintenance activities by the residents as a
service-on-demand to be monitored by us.
Home-cleaning Service

And many more …

Garbage & Waste Disposal
Pest Control and related services Periodic Spring
Cleaning
Laundry & Pressing
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CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL REJUVENATION CENTERS

MULTI-UTILITY CLUB HOUSE FACILITIES
The Club House have multi-purpose Halls that can
be used for community activities ranging from
health camps, Seminars, musical recitals, banquet
halls festival gatherings etc.

Also, these spiritual rejuvenation programs provide
a sense of transformation that deepens perception,
stability and shift in the approach to achieve
contended life in addition to optimizing health and
success.

Banquet halls
Fully Serviced Guest Houses

IMAGES GOES HERE

The high point of our community centric projects is
the emphasis on cultural and spiritual cohesiveness
and revival of Indian heritage to pass on to the next
generations

Library and Reading Room
Business Centre with Browsing and Photocopying facility
Mini-Theatre etc.

Yoga Decks
Meditation Centres
Regular Spiritual and Wellness Programmes
Periodic Awareness Programmes on Indian Culture and
Heritage
Multi-Religious Festive Celebrations

SMART APP BASED FACILITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Organizing Discourses on religion, culture and spirituality
by prominent gurus.

Allows the residents to engage with the society
management and also utilize the facilities available
through a single user app.

COMMUNITY ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

Payment of maintenance; utility usage bills and other

At our projects, Community Events and entertainment activities are not lip service. Professional Planners
are engaged to design ‘Event Calendars’ for the year and all the events are planned and managed by them.
The Events could be as small as ‘Know your neighbor’ high tea parties to grand galas and musical fests.

payments
Booking and scheduling Common Amenities & Services
Ordering for/Scheduling Food, medicines, provisions etc.
Forums and Community Platforms

Celebration of Birthdays, Anniversaries and Other Family Occasions
Indoor Sporting Tournaments
Musical, Cultural Programmes & Evenings
Movie Screenings

COMFORTS AND CONVENIENCE
FOOD & DINING
Bonding happens over good food and we provide
just the right ambience for it. Themed food courts,
Bistros and/or restaurants on the premises give the
great food experience and also become active community zones for the resident members.
Maintenance of food courts
Rood delivery in flexible options viz. packed to-go; meal
subscription plans; scheduled delivery
Customized Catering Options for the residents based on
nutritionist prescription
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CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL REJUVENATION CENTERS
Founders

HEALTH & FITNESS
Health and fitness have a paramount importance in
building and maintain sustainable communities.
Our Projects have paramedical facilities and maintain Clinical and Pharmacy Medical Records of all
the residents

Founder img

Well-equipped Gym with a qualified trainer

Content goes here

Nutritionist on call
Walking Trails
Massage Spas & Saloons
Resident Paramedical staff
Consultation visits from doctors
Ambulance support and Emergency arrangements with
nearby hospitals

Content goes here

Founder img

Pharmacy arrangements for emergency supplies

CONCIERGE SERVICES
Carefully selected team of executives who are adapt at multi-tasking shall be available to assist and
support the needs of the Residents on demand.

Founder img

Content goes here

Arrangements with Call Taxis and Call Drivers
Air/Bus/Train Ticket Booking

Partners

Organized Tour & travel Planning
Banking & Online Payments
Tax Filings and financial advisory
Property Management Services

Logos Required

Logos Required
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OUR DESIGNS ACCOMMODATE
Special facilities and Provisions for Senior Citizens
Special facilities and Provisions for Kids
Facilities and Provisions for Spiritually Inclined
Cultural Centers for experiential learning on Heritage and culture

And many more …
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+9 1 7 6 7 5841878
k s k re dd y25@ gmai l .c o m
w w w.a t meeyaho mes .c o m

ATMEEYA HOMES PRIVATE LIMITED
402, SWARNA HEAVENS,
PANCHAVATI COLONY, MANIKONDA,
HYDERABAD-500089

